AC Assist Spot Cooler
Now you can run your
projector cool in even
the most extreme
outdoor temperatures.
Tempest AC Assist
blends cooled, dehumidifid air with
filtered outside air
to deliver operating
temperatures within
limits for even the
most sensitive laser
projectors, in the hottest
parts of the world.

Any Tempest
Cyclone or Blizzard
Outdoor Projector Enclosure

Tempest Cyclone and Blizzard
enclosures have been protecting sensitive equipment for
years, in the most extreme
climates, and in most cases
the standard enclosure does a
fine job. But there are times —
and places — where the only
way to keep a projector within
its operating limits is to cool
the air it breathes. The new
generation of laser projectors
may also need lower ambient
temperatures to achieve maximum life and/or brightness.

Outdoor rated
spot cooler
in Tempest
NEMA3R (IP54)
outer enclosure

•
•
•
•
•

Projector inlet
temperature 10-12°
Celsius below ambient
Automatic operation
Dehumidifier
Vibration isolation
ETL indoor/outdoor
rating

The active cooling unit is
shock-mounted in a separate
weatherproof enclosure, eliminating compressor vibration.
Tempest AC Assist dries
the cooled air, and blends it
through the enclosure inlet
filter, only when the projector
lamp is on.
Tempest AC Assist reduces
projector inlet temperature
10-12°C, assuring perfect operating conditions in even the
hottest locations.

When to Use AC Assist
Most of the time you will NOT
need to use Tempest AC Assist!
This chart compares expected
maximum ambient temperatures at showtime (normally
after sunset) and projector
maximum operating temperature.
So for a projector with a 40°C
environmental limit, you would
be very safe without AC Assist
with an outside temperature in
the high 30s at show time.
Above that, AC Assist may be a
good idea.
Different projectors react in
different ways when they reach
their operating temperature

How Much Cooling?

limit. Some do nothing, while

As a rule of thumb, we suggest

some may reduce brightness,

cooling to approximately 40-

and others shut down. These

50% the projector’s btu rating,

are important considerations

for a temperature reduction of

when planning an installation. If

10-12°C.

high temperatures are rare, and
if the projector does nothing or
reduces brightness when hot,
it is not unreasonable to accept
some minor inconvenience

PowerCon Plug
connects to
Enclosure

The Tempest AC Assist Cooler
is rated at 6,250btu, and is recommended for projectors rated
up to 15,500btu.

rather than add AC Assist to a
project.

Configuration

If the maximum operating tem-

The AC Assist unit is plug and

perature will be exceeded often,

play: Set it next to the enclosure,

and especially with a projector

connect the air hose and power

that will shut down when this

connector to the enclosure, and

happens, then AC Assist is

run the condensate drain hose

stronly recommended.

to a convenient location - that’s

Laser Phosphor Projectors

Air Hose
Adapter Ring

Step-down transformer (International 230VAC
Systems only - For
North America/
Japan run a separate 100-120V
15A supply to the
enclosure)
Cooler chimney

it!

Laser engines are sensitive

Control

to heat, and their life may be

Enclosures equipped with AC

reduced by operating them for

Assist will automatically turn

long periods towards the higher

on the cooling unit whenever

end of their environmental

the controller senses power

limits. If such temperatures are

going to the lamp/light engine.

expected for a few nights of the

In locations with cold seasons

year, the impact may be mini-

a simple disable function pre-

mal. But if a significant amount

vents winter operation.

Cooler inlet filter

Cooler sets in
a foam mount
to eliminate
vibration of the
projected image

of the laser engine’s life will be
in the upper ranges, then AC
Assist would be recommended.
Please consult your projector
manufacturer in making this
determination.

Condensate
drain hose

Order Guide
Part #		

Supply Voltage

55.AC1.IN

200-240VAC, 50/60Hz

55.AC1.US

100-120VAC, 50/60Hz

Note: 55.AC1.xx part number includes cooler, flexible air hose,
control and power connector and drain hose.
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Specification
PowerCon

100-250VAC

D

		700W
120lb/55kg

Filter: Aluminum/Vinylchloride
Refrigerant:

R-410A

Dehumidifier:

Standard

NOTE:
Keep hose length to
enclosure as short as
possible, preferably <
2m/6ft.

257
10.13

		50/60Hz
Weight:		

1

Cooling hose
adapter ring

connector to
enclosure
Cooling Capacity:
6,250btu/hr*
Electrical:

2

3

172
6.79

Power Transformer
(230V systems only)

* For projectors up to 15,500btu/hr

Exhaust
Louver (do
not
obstruct)

C

823
32.39

Inlet Louver

Cooler
Chimney

471
18.53

655
25.78
Mounting Holes
0.43 11 X 0.68 17

406
16.00

Washable
Inlet Filter

B

Cooler set in
foam shock
mount

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

624
24.55

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL
ANGULAR: MACH
BEND
TWO PLACE DECIMAL
THREE PLACE DECIMAL
INTERPRET GEOMETRIC
TOLERANCING PER:
MATERIAL

NAME
DRAWN

TB

DATE

6/6/2019

CHECKED

TITLE:

ENG APPR.
MFG APPR.
Q.A.

Aluminum

COMMENTS:

SIZE DWG. NO.

FINISH

Condensate
Drain Hose

B

Powder Coat Light
Bronze
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